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To kill a mockingbird novel guide

This guide is written for teachers and students who study Harper Lee's novel To Kill a Mockingbird. The guide is written specifically for students in the UK, but I hope it can benefit consumers from other parts of the world. To Kill a Mockingbird is a set of texts for GCSE exams in English literature. It can also be studied for teacher-assessed learning in English at key stages 3 and 4
(GCSE reading). The novel To Kill a Mockingbird was first published in 1960. She won the prestigious Pulitzer Prize and was adapted for film, winning Oscars (Academy Awards) for the screenplay and for Gregory Peck (best actor in a leading role) who played Atticus. Harper Lee was born in Monroeville, Alabama, who could be the model of the fictional Maycomb. She hasn't
written any more novels, but neighbor Truman Capote has become one of the most distinguished contemporary writers in the United States. Some people believe he's Dill's original in To Kill a Mockingbird. Back to the top Studying the text There are many ways in which one can write about literary text, but among the most common in Key Stages 3 and 4 would be to study
character, theme and technique. These terms are explained below and some instructions given on how to study them in To Kill a Mockingbird. Back to chapter one, the questions below should help students and teachers find what is important in the novel and may prove useful for review. You can answer them yourself, but they are suitable for discussion work. Your answers to
these questions (if you write them) can form a useful summary of the novel. A class of students can share this task and put the results together. If you do this, try to be consistent in choosing pronouns and verbs. Some teachers and testers will use past times to refer to events in an artwork, but the Convention on Scholars and Critics is to use the present time. Click the link to go to
questions on your chosen chapter. 1. 1 - 1000 2 - 2000 3. They are the best in Europe 400000000 5000000000 60000000000 7 - 2000 2000 | 9000000000 100000000000 11- 2000 12 - 12 - 2000 13- 2000 14 - 2000 | 15 - 100000000 16 - 100000000 17 - 100000000 18 - 18 -201 19 July - 19 July 200000000000000 21 - 2000 22 - 2000 23 - 2000 24 - 24 - 2009 g 2500000000000 26
- 26 - 26 - 2 27 - 27 - 27 - 2 28 - 2 8 -201 290000000000 300000000000 31 Back to Chapter 1 What do you learn in this chapter about Maycombe, Atatic Finch and his family? What did you learn about Dill's character? It briefly happened to Arthur Boo Radley. Why does Radley's place fascinate Scout, Jem and Dill? What do you notice in the story and the point of view in the
novel? Back to the top of page Chapter 2 Why is Scout looking forward to starting school? Why doesn't Jem want anything to do with Scout at school? Is his behavior typical of an older child? you think of Miss Caroline Fisher as a teacher? Can you find qualities that would make her good or not so good at her job? Back to the top of page 3 Who is Kalpurnia? What's her place in
finch's household? What does Walter Cunningham look like? What his behavior entails at lunchtime Life? What do you think of the way Tytic treats Walter? Did Scout learn anything from Walter's visit? What do you think this is? Atakus says you never understand a person until you get in his skin and walk in it. What does that mean? Is it easy for Scout to learn? (In the novel's final
chapter, Scout repeats this, but it changes shoe skin - it's probably not a mistake: Harper Lee suggests that Scout can't clearly recall what Atakus said and when, but the reader can check that out!) What do you learn in this chapter about Ewing? Back at the top of the Chapter 4 page, what does Scout think of current fashion in education? What superstitions do children have in
relation to Radley's house? Why do kids make Boo's story a game? What are they doing in this game? Do you think the game is an accurate version of what's going on at Radley's house? What could be the reason for laughing from the house? At the top of the page, Chapter 5 Describes Miss Maudie Atkinson? How typical is she of Maycomb's women? What do the kids think of
her? What does Miss Mackey say about Boo? How does that compare to what Scout already believes? Scout claims Dill can tell the biggest (lies) she's ever heard. Why did Dill tell such lies? What reasons does Tytic give kids not to play the Boo Radley game? Do you think he's right? Why? At the top of page chapter 6, why doesn't Scout approve of Jem and Dill's plan to look at
one of Radley's windows? What does Mr. Nathan Radley know about the intruders in his garden? Why is Miss Stephanie talking about a mr. Why did Dill's explanation of Yang's condition almost land him in trouble? Back at the beginning of page 7, when Jem tells the Scouts to get her pants back, he tells her about something strange. What is this? Can you find any evidence that
Jem is starting to know more than Scout about Boo Radley? What do you think this is? Is Jem still afraid of the gifts in the tree? Give reasons for your answer. When children plan to send a letter to the person who leaves the gifts, they are prevented. How did this happen? Who's doing it and why can't they do it? At the top of the Chapter 8 page, why scout quiz Atakus about his
visit to Radley's house? How much did Tytic tell her? What's close to the defamation Jem puts in the front yard? How did Miss Mackey and Atakus react? Why did Atticus save Miss Mackey's oak chair? When Tytic asks Scout about the blanket around her shoulders, what does Jem realize? Explain what Atakus means by telling Yom not to let his discovery inspire him to further
glory? Is there any reason why Jem can do what his father says? Back to the homepage chapter 9 How well does it feel that Tika should protect Tom Robinson? Is it common for (white) lawyers to do what's best for black clients in Alabama in this Scout and Jem have mixed feelings about Christmas? What are these feelings and why? Uncle Jack Finch tells the Scouts that she
grows out of her pants. What does that mean and why can he say it? When Francis talks to Scout, he reveals an unpleasant trait of Aunt Alexandra. What is this? Did Scout learn anything from tapping Tytic's conversation with Uncle Jack? What could that be? Read the last sentence of this chapter. Explain in your own words what it means and why it may be important in history.
Back to the chapter 10 homepage, Scout says Atakus is weak. Do you think that's her point of view when she tells her story or her view when she was younger? Does he still think that after the events recorded in this chapter? In this chapter, Atik tells his children that it is a sin to kill a mockingbird. What reason does he give for this? Why doesn't Heck Tate want to shoot Tim
Johnson? Towards the end of this chapter, Atik cuts off Heck Tate as he speaks to Jem. What can Heck say and why would Tmatic want to stop him from saying that? Jem and Scout have different views on how to tell people at school how well Attic can shoot. Explain that difference. Which look is closer to yours? Back to page 11, how did Atik advise Jem to react to Ms. Dubose's
taunts? What does Mrs. Dubose say about the children's mother? What does Jem think of this? What request did Mrs. Dubose make about Jem? Is this a fair punishment for his crime? Explain in your own words what Tytic thinks of insults as a negro lover. How far do you agree with him? Why, in Atakus' opinion, was Mrs. Dubose a great lady? Atakus says Ms. Dubosa is more of
a model of courage than a man with a gun in his hand. What does he mean? Do you think he's right? Chapters ten and eleven are the last two chapters in the first part of the book. Explain why Harper Lee chose to end the first part here. Back at the top of page Chapter 12 Comment on Jem and Scout's visit to the Church of First Purchase. What new things does the Scout learn
here about how black people live? What did Scout learn from Kalpurnia's account of Zeibo's education? Explain why Calpurnia speaks differently in finch's household and among his neighbors in the church. At the top of page chapter 13 Why did Aunt Alexandra come to stay with Atakus and his family? What is she? Read the first two things Alexandra said when she came to
Finch's house. Are they typical of her or not? Alexandra thinks Scout is boring (not smart). Why does she think that and she's right? Are all adults good at knowing how smart young people are? How does Aunt Alexandra get involved in Maycomb's social life? Comment on Aunt Alexandra's ideas for raising and family. Why is Tmatic telling them to forget it? Who's right, do you think?
Back at the top of page 14 Comment on Atakus's rape explanation. How appropriate that is as Scout's answer. Why Tytic should fire Calpurnia? How did Atakus react to the proposal? Why is Scout happy when Jem fights back? Why isn't he so pleased when he tells Tytic about Dill? What do we learn from Dill's account of his escape? Back to the homepage chapter 15 What is the
nightmare that is now descending on children? What was the Ku Klux Klan? What do you think of Tytic's comment about that? How did Jem react when Atakus told him to go home and why? What's going to convince lynching to give up trying for Tom's life? Comment on how the Scout affects events without realizing it at this time. Back to the homepage chapter 16 What subtle
change does he note in his father Scout? What kind of man is Dolphus Raymond? How does Reverend Sykes help children see and hear the process? Is he right to do that? Comment on Judge Taylor's behaviour towards his work. Is he taking the trial seriously or not? Back to the chapter 17 homepage What are the main points of Heck Tate's evidence? What does Tatic show in
Sheriff Tate's cross-examination? What do we learn indirectly from the home life of the Ewell family in this chapter? What do you learn from Bob Ewell's evidence? Why does Tytic want Bob Ewell to write his name? What do the jury see when he does that? At the top of page chapter 18, is Mayella like her father or different from him? In what ways? What's the reason Mayella cried
in court? How did Maya react to Atticus' courtesy? Does she like people to be polite? How well does Mr. Gilmer prove Tom's guilt in the eyes of the reader (you) and in the eyes of the jury? Can you suggest to me why these might be different? Back to the top of page chapter 19 What caused Tom to visit Ewell's house? Why does Scout think Mayella Ewell is the loneliest person in
the world? How did Dill react to this part of the process? Why do you think that's the case? Mr. Dolphus Raymond was an evil man. Is she right? In most U.S. states, people who drink alcohol in public must hide their bottle in a paper bag. Why is Dolphus Raymond hiding Coca-Cola in a bag? According to Tytic, what Mayella did wrong? Explain, in your words, Atakus's views on
equal people. Back to page 21 Chapter What does jem verdict expect? Does Tmatic think the same thing? What's unusual about how long it takes a jury to reach a verdict? Is the verdict predictable or not? As Scout awaits sentencing, she thinks about previous events. What are these and how do they remind us of the central themes of the novel? Back at the top of page 22,
although Atakus did not want his children in court, he defended Jem's right to know what had happened. Explain, in your own words, the reasons for this to Atakus. (Look at the beginning of the speech, This is their home, sister. Maudie tells Jem that things are never as bad as they seem. What reasons does she give for this opinion? Why does Dill say he's going to be a clown
when he grows up? Do you think he'il keep that ambition for long? This story was created in the 1930s, but was published in 1960. Does attitudes towards racism remain the same (in the US and UK) or have there been changes since then (for better or worse) ? Why is Bob Ewell so angry at Atakus? Do you think his threat is real and how he might try to catch Tika? Back at the
beginning of page 23 Chapter 23 What do you think of Atakus' reaction to Bob Ewell's challenge? Did he have to ignore Bob, fight back or do something else? What is circumstantial evidence? What does this have to do with Tom's conviction? What did Atticus say about why did the jury sentence Tom for so long? Why does Aunt Alexandra accept that the Cunninghams are good,
but they're not our people? Do you think people should only mix with others of the same social class? Is it good or bad for societies? At the end of this chapter, Jem forms a new theory as to why Boo Radley has never left his house in years. What is this? How likely is that to be true, in your opinion? Back at the top of page chapter 24, do you think missionary ladies are sincere in
caring for Mruna (a tribe in Africa)? Give reasons for your answer. Compare the reactions of Miss Maudy and the other ladies when Scout says she wears the breeches under her dress. What is your opinion of the Maycomb ladies, as shown in this chapter? Explain briefly how Tom was killed. What's Atakus's explanation for Tom's attempt to escape? Do you think he agrees with
Atakus? How do we see Aunt Alexandra in this chapter in a new light? How does Miss Maudy support her? Back at the top of page chapter 25 How did Maycomb react to the news of Tom's death? A comment on the idea that Tom's death was typical? Explain Scout's contrast between the court where Tom is tried and the secret courts of the hearts of men. How are hearts like the
courts? Why didn't Jem want Scout to tell Tytic about Bob Ewell's comment? Was that wise to ask her to do that? At the beginning of page chapter 26 of the Hitler lesson, Ms. Gates says that we (the American people) do not believe in pursuing anyone. What is strange to the reader in this statement? Why is Scout puzzled by Hitler's disapproval? Why did Scout's question upset
Jem? Is there a simple answer or answer to the question (How can you hate Hitler, then turn to people to be ugly at home? Back at the top of page 27 What three things bob ewell does, what kind of alarm did Aunt Alexandra? Why, according to Atakus, Bob Ewell has a tooth? 28 A comment on how this chapter reminds the reader of previous events in the novel. Why does Jem
say Boo Radley shouldn't be home? What's ironic? (Is that true? Scout decides to keep his suit on his way home. How does this affect her understanding of what's going on along the way? Why didn't Tytic bring a chair for the guy in the corner? Who could be that stranger? Back at the top of page chapter 29 What causes the gleaming clean line of the otherwise dull wire of Scout's
costume? What explanation does Tytic give about Bob Ewell's attack? What did Heck Tate give as the cause of the attack? Do you think the sheriff's explanation or Atakus's explanation is more likely to be true? At the beginning of page 30, who according to Atakus caused Bob Ewell's death? Why does Heck Tate insist that Bob Ewell's death was self-inflicted? How is this partly
true? Does Heck Tate have the right to spare Boo after an investigation is made public? Give reasons for your answer. How does the writer cope with the appearance of Boo Radley at the end of the story? At the beginning of page chapter 31 How do the events of the last chapters explain the first sentence in the whole novel? A comment on how the writer summarizes earlier
events to show his syphilia. How does Scout make sense from an earlier atakus remark as she stands on Radley's porch? What surprise is it to discover what Boo Radley really looks like? Does the story before this point prepare the reader for this discovery? At the end of the novel, Tikai read scout. I'm commenting on his choice of history. Is there a connection to the themes
earlier in the novel and at the end of it? Back to the Text Response Activities page, the activities listed below are designed to help you develop a good understanding of the novel. They are connected to one or more chapters as shown. Click on the link for the activities you have chosen: 1 and 2 | 3 and 4 | 5000000000 6000000000 7 and 8 | 9000000000 10 and 11 | 12 - 12 - 2000
years 13 - 16 | 16 - 21 | 22 - 25 | 26 - 31 Chapters 1 and 2 In small groups or pairs, talk about your first day at primary or children's school. You can save this speech or use it as a starting point for a written account. Chapters 3 and 4 Make a list of all the superstitions you remember from the young age. Ask your friends and relatives to tell you the superstitions they believed in. You
can also explore superstitions in other books you've read (such as Tom Sawyer). You can talk or write about these. Chapter 5 Speaks or writes about a mistake. You need to base this on a real account, although you may want to change some details to make it more interesting. At the beginning of Chapter 6 Write, as a play script, the conversation in which Mr. Nathan Radley tells
his neighbors about shooting the intruder in his garden. Decide who says what and try to give them which are in nature. Miss Stephanie Crawford, Miss Macie Atkinson and Atatik need to speak some lines. You can also include the lines of Miss Rachel and Mr. Avery. Chapters 7 and 8 Prepare a story (written or written to speak) from your memory of minor disasters (such as fire,
flood, or other domestic incident). Try to tell the story from the child's point of view. You may want to change things or exaggerate because of dramatic or comic effects. Chapter 9 Tom Robinson Protection. Atakus says, We were licked a 100 years before we started Imagine you're a young lawyer helping Atticus prepare his case. Make notes (a series of bullets) of things that will
help protect Tom, and about the things the prosecution will use to try to convict him. Back to the top of chapters 10 and 11 models of courage. Tytic is trying to explain what he thinks of true courage. Think of real examples - maybe famous people or maybe someone less well known - and explain why you think they're brave. This is best as an oral presentation of a group. You can
follow it with discussion. Chapter 12 Mixing with strangers. Talk or write about your experience of meeting people whose lifestyle is different from yours— maybe people from another country, or an ethnic group, or people whose first language isn't the same as yours. Chapters 13 to 16 Here we see Thattic trying to protect his children from the ugly realities of adults. Atakus didn't
want his children to be in court, but they managed to see most of the process. Do you think it was good or bad for them to be there? Discuss whether you think it is right for young people to be able to witness criminal cases. (You can choose an age range to discuss.) You can do this as a formal debate - whether young people of a certain age should be able to attend trials in
criminal cases. You'll need some speakers to propose and oppose the proposal, and someone to preside over the debate. Back to the top chapters 16 to 21 Using the account of experience in these chapters, make one or more new texts by adapting the original. Here are some suggestions: Write an account of the events of an elected day or a summary of the trial after the verdict
for a local or regional newspaper, such as the Maycomb Tribune, a Montgomery advertiser, or mobile register. (All of these newspapers are named in the text. Script and present a brief point on each part of the process for news broadcast on an Alabama radio station. Write a scene for a game (scene or TV) or a movie script on part of the process. You may want to edit the original
text to make your version shorter. Prepare a list of newsletter points for Attic to use in presenting his appeal against Tom's conviction. one or more monologues showing how different people have had or witnessed the process. These These participants or observers. You can choose some of the following: Judge Taylor, Mayella Ewell, Calpurnia, Helen Robinson, Mr. Gilmer, Heck
Tate, Dill. Decide how open and honest you want to be. Back to the revision of Chapter 22 to 25. We got a lot of information about Mr. Underwood's editorial in the Maycomb Tribune after Tom's death. For example, he likened it to the senseless slaughter of songbirds by hunters and children. The editorial is a section in a newspaper that does not give news, but comments and
interprets. Using all the clues you can find, try writing the editorial as you think Mr. Underwood might have done. Chapters 26 to 31 Arthur Radley's Secret Diary. At the end of the novel, we realize that Arthur (Boo) Radley never stopped looking after the children and that he foresaw the danger of Bob Ewell, which Attic didn't take seriously. Imagine Arthur keeping a diary in which he
writes about what he saw and how he took care of the safety of the chidrums. We don't know what style Arthur would use, so you have to choose someone you think is right for what we know about him. Write a series of entries for such a journal to cover the main events of the last chapters of the novel. Back at the top of the Page On the Novel page, use the table below to learn
the structure of the novel - this shows you the main events in each chapter. Examiners will expect you to be able to write clearly where and when things happen - this table should help you. Year Time of year Chapter What happens Part 1 1933 Beginning of Summer 1 Introduction. Dill's arrival. The kids are trying to get Boo out. September 2 starts school: Miss Carolyn Fisher.
Description of the Cunningham family. September 3 Burris Erwell upsets Miss Caroline. Ewells is described. 1934 Late spring / early summer 4 Boo leaves gifts in the tree. Dill's going back to Maevecombe. Late spring/early summer 5 Children try to send Boo a letter. Late summer, six kids try to spy on Boo. October /November 7, Boo leaves more gifts. The hole is full of cement.
Tom arrested for alleged rape (November 21). Winter 8 Cold winter. Snow in Maycomb. Miss Mackey's house is burned down. Christmas 9 Atakus agrees to defend Tom Robinson. Scout's fighting cousin Francis. 1935 February 10 Attic shot Tim Johnson (rabid dog). Spring 11 Jem beheads, Mrs. Dubosa's camellias, and they should read to her. She overcame her morphine
addiction and died. Part 2 Summer 12 Children go to the first purchase church with Calpurnia. Aunt Alexandra's coming. Summer 13 Aunt Alexandra entertains the ladies of Maycomb. Summer 14 Dill returns to Maycomb. Summer 15 Old sarm is trying to lynch Tom. Scout stepped in and inadvertently rescued him. Summer 16 The process begins. Children sit on the balcony of
black people. Summer 17 Heck Tate (sheriff) testified, followed by Bob Ewell. Summer 18 Mayella Ewell testifies. Summer 19 Tom Robinson testified. Dill cries cross-checking of Tom. Summer Summer Scout and Dill meet Dolphus Raymond outside. Tycak sums up the defense. The children were found to be in court. Summer, 21, will return a guilty verdict. Summer 22 Jem weeps
at the verdict. Atakus receives gifts from the black community. Bob Ewell spits in Atakus and swears revenge. Summer 23 Tika isn't afraid of Bob's threat. August 24 The Missionary Circle meets for tea. The news comes from Tom's death. September 25 school starts again. Miss Gates studied for Hitler and the Jews. September 26 Underwood writes an article about Tom's death.
October 27 Bob Ewell tries to take revenge on Judge Taylor and Helen Robinson. Atakus isn't worried. A contest is planned. October 28 Jem and Scout go to the pageant. Bob attacks them, but they're saved. Bob was found dead at the scene. October 29 Scout describes the attack - Boo reveals himself as a child saviour. Attic thinks Jem killed Bob Ewell. Heck Tate proves it was
Boo. October 31st, Boo and Scout go to Jem. The Scout's taking Boo home. Year Time of year Chapter What happens Back at the top of the Character page We can explore what characters (pay attention to spelling!), but we see them best in their relations with other people and society as a whole, of which they are (or are not) a part. Any statement about what characters are like
must be supported by evidence: quote what they say or explain what they are doing (or both). Don't just limit yourself to a story without comment. Opinions should be followed by a reference to events or the use of a quotation; the quote should be followed by an explanation (if necessary) and a comment. It's quite mechanical, but if you do, you won't go wrong. This guide will often
make general comments without supporting evidence (to save time). As you study or review, you must find and list this evidence. If you can't find one, ask the teacher who knows this text. Surely you need to make your own editing guides and mark your copy of the book. If you prepare this text for an exam, you may be allowed to highlight key passages or use bookmarks. Back to
the Atticus Finch page What people say about it | Atakus as a father | diplomacy | sympathies | its integrity | its absence of prejudice | his ideal of courage | his two mistakes | In his words, what people say about him One way to start looking at Atakus's character is to read what other people say about him or about him. Look what Bob Ewell or Stephanie Crawford says, or you judge
the criticism that some people do. They can be light and partly well thought out (like the things his sister, Alexandra, says) or heavier, as Ms. Dubose says. One character in the novel earns the trust of Scout (and the reader) from her clear visibility and honesty. This is Miss McIninson. Study these things he says about Atakous, try to assess how far you agree with them, and if you
do as they say: He is the same in the courtroom as he is on public streets, chapter 19 There are some people in the world born to do us the unpleasant work for us. Does it ever seem to you that Judge Taylor named you Tika to protect this boy is not an accident? Chapter 22 You may need to write about Atticus in the evaluated work. Below are some titles with suggested
comments - you can use them to organize writing. The order is not necessarily the best for you, so feel free to rearrange them. Back to the top of Atakous as a father, Atticus treats his children like intelligent young adults - he speaks on a clear question of facts and answers questions directly (including technical legal questions and a technocratic definition of rape). He's very fair he's trying to hear both sides of the argument. He doesn't beat up his children, but he's tough on some issues - like when he insists that Jem read to Ms. Dubosa, or makes them obey Calpurnia and Aunt Alexandra. He doesn't stereotype people - he's pretty happy that Scout is a toy. He sees that children need a maternal figure and admits that Calpurnia is far more capable than
hosting. Back to Atakusa's diplomatic diplomacy, Atakus is often criticized by others. He did not take advantage of his social situation to wash them away or reprimand them. The attack stays calm when provoked directly - for example, look at how it handles Bob Ewell's challenge: Too proud to fight? No, says Atakus too old (Think of ambiguity - on the surface it seems to mean that
Atakus is no longer strong enough and fit enough to fight; but it can also mean that wrestling is not something adults should do - which may mean Bob didn't grow up). Atakus understands the importance of allowing people to pay for their services, even though he doesn't need their gifts - like when he accepts a payment in kind from cunningham, or gifts from The Black People of
Maycombe after Tom's trial. Back to Atakus's sympathy, Tika shows an interest in Walter Cunningham's home life and asks him about farming - allowing Walter, who may not be very good at school work, to speak as an expert. Atakus always shows admiration for Ms. Dubose, even though she has harassed him and is racist. At the end of the novel, Atakus understands Boo's
shyness - he doesn't try to get him to sit in the light, and addresses him politely as Arthur. When he learned of Bob Ewell's attack, he thought it must have been caused by a loss of common sense (as a diminished responsibility in English law). He is very reluctant to see what Heck Tate (and the reader) knows is the real reason for the attack, that Bob Ewell is an evil man. Back to
the top of Atticus of Atakus trying to always do what he sees is right: he doesn't want to take Tom's case, but sees it as his duty. When some lawyers are going to seeing the case as a lost cause, Atakus believes he should try to save his life. Atakus will not try to spare his own family from the consequences of his actions. When he thinks (wrongly) that Jem killed Bob Ewell, he
insists that the best way to clear the air is to melt everything in the open air. Contrary to Atatic Today's lack of prejudice, we may not see this as remarkable, but Atakus lives in racist and sexist societies, but he does not share any prejudice. He respects people of color - he gives Calpurnia complete discretion in running the house. Atakus respects women - he refers to Mayella
Ewell, who Scout portrays as pathetic and helpless. Back to the top of Atakus's ideal of courage, Atakus shows physical courage in standing up to a rabid dog, but he doesn't appreciate that high. Atakus showed courage in keeping the guards out of jail (Chapter 15) and remained calm outside when the lynch mob came. In Tom's defense and be ready to accept the label of a
negro-lover, Thak shows moral courage. Atakus's ideal is Mrs. Dubose: ... when you know you're licked before you start, but you start anyway and you see it through no matter what . Is this an honest description of Atakus' courage in trying to save Tom? Back to the top of Atticus two errors Atticus makes two errors of judgment: trusting the Old Sarum mob not to try to lynch Tom
(Chapter 15) trust Bob Ewell not to fulfill his threats of revenge (Chapter 23) What do these mistakes say about Atakus? Back to the top of Atakous in your own words What do you learn from what Atticus says in the novel? You can take advantage of almost anything he says. Below are a few quotes from Atakus. In any case, you can see more of the offer by clicking on the short
extract. Use this as a way to learn things if you need to: Back to the Top Boo Radley Review | background | what people say | the first part of the novel | final chapters | Boo as an outside review Arthur Radley does not appear on Scout directly to the last chapters of the novel, but his presence is felt throughout the narrative. He is a silent witness to the actions of the children. He's
always vigilant, and he sees the danger Thattic ignored when he saved Scout and Jem's life. In the first chapter of the novel, Scout looks at the different starting points in a series of events that form the plot of the novel. Jem says he started... when Dill gave us the idea of getting Boo Radley out. What began then we do not fully learn until the end of the novel, although we will soon
learn more about Boo - much of it misleading or inaccurate. At the end of the novel, Scout sums up the events Arthur witnessed (and sometimes participated in) following his release from prison when the children's lives were in danger. At the beginning of the novel, the brief reference to Boo arouses the reader's interest. Scout learns more from different sources. Most of this
information comes from Jem, who heard from her, from Miss Stephanie Crawford, and known to exaggerate or invent things. Back to Boo's past, it seems arthur wasn't very successful at school (though he may have won a spelling bee). In his teens, he joins some of the Cunninghams in the joy around Maycombe Square and locks an elderly employee (Mr Connor) in court. While
the other boys were studying at a state industrial school, Arthur was silenced at home by his parents. Fifteen years later, Arthur, now 33, attacked his father with scissors. His father (the worst man ever to blow up according to Calpurnia) resisted sending him to a psychiatric hospital and eventually took him home. When his father died, Arthur became part of his brother, Nathan
Radley. Though less harsh than his father, he still keeps Arthur in less or less jail time in the family home. At the time of the events in the novel, it is no longer clear how far Arthur is forced to stay and how far this is his own wish. Back to the top What some people say about Arthur To form his own idea of what Arthur is like he can think about what other people say about him, and
decide how reliable their opinions are: Jem says he's six and a half feet tall, judging by his songs; He dined on raw squirrels and all the cats he could catch... There was a long... a scar that's on his face... Ms. Maudy (Chapter 5) says that the legends of Boo are three-quarters of color folk and the fourth Stephanie Crawford and that she knows Arthur as a boy: He always spoke to
me well, whatever people say he is. Back to the top of Boo in the first part of the novel, Scout tells the reader a lot about Boo at the beginning of the novel, but he disappears from the narrative of most of the medium and later chapters that deal with the history of the process and its sequel. At the beginning of the story, the kids try to persuade Boo to come out, but they seem to
miss the time he does that. Consider these clues: Children receive a series of mysterious gifts that are left in the hole of an oak from Radley's house: two pieces of gum, two Indian head coins, two figures carved from soap, a packet of gum, a spelling medal and a broken pocket watch. Are these random gifts, or do they tell you something about the giver? When Jem gets dirty with
his pants on the fence, he leaves them. When he goes to pick them up, he sees that they have been patched up, non-sexual. What do you think the explanation is? When Miss Maudie's house is burned down, someone puts a blanket over Scout's shoulders. Atakus sees this, but he doesn't tell Scout when it happens. Comment on what you think is the explanation. Although Jem
did not see Arthur on any of these occasions, he did understand what is happening. When Nathan Radley stops the hole in the knot, it's a pretty clear sign that he knows what Arthur's doing and wants to stop him. When Scout thinks she hears laughter from Radley's house, she finds this creepy - but the reader comes to see that it's boo Radley's innocent laugh, which is told by the
children in the game. Back to the top of Boo in the last chapters of the novel, saving Arthur's life to children is presented in an unusual way. Scout doesn't see anything, and Jem doesn't remember anything. She also doesn't recognize the stranger in her house until Tika tells her clearly. Arthur took a kitchen knife - the only weapon he could find, apparently - and stabbed Bob Ewell
while attacking the children. Heck Tate is working on what happened and hiding Bob Ewell's knife to maintain that the kitchen knife was Ewell's weapon on which he fell. This means Arthur will not have to face demand or further public exposure. Although Arthur is shy, he forgets about himself while taking care of Jem's injury and takes him home. He's not doing anything to hide
what he did to Bob Ewell. We see this shyness when he stands out from the light as he hesitates before sprinkling Jem's hair, and as he speaks, only to ask Scout to see him at home. Back to the top of Boo as an outsider, Harper Lee explores her familiar theme in her depiction of Boo Radley - that of the awkward or outsider who is misunderstood. We see this in Beauty and the
Beast (with a happy ending) or the humpback Notre Dame (with a tragic ending). It is common in modern feature films, such as The Elephant Man, Edward Scissor or Babe. This is remarkable for the way the author portrays Arthur Radley with sensitive and dignity. Finally, it is only when she literally stands in a new place, on Radley's porch, that Scout understands Atakus's earlier
remark (Chapter 3) about the need to put yourself in someone else's place (... get in his skin and walk in it) before you really know him. Back to the top The theme of mockingbirds The title of the novel warns us about the importance of this topic. It comes from an old saying that it's a sin to kill a mockingbird. Children first heard this from Atakus when he gave them air rifles as
Christmas gifts (Chapter 10). He tells them that they should only shoot at cans, but given that they can shoot birds, it allows them to shoot the blue jai very often (they are seen in the US, but as pigeons are in the UK), but not mockers. (Modern readers, especially in the UK, where many bird species are protected by law, should note that bird hunting is considered an acceptable
sport in most parts of Europe and the US today. The Scout is puzzled by this remark and asks Miss Maudie Atkinson about it. Miss Maudie says: 'Mockingbirds don't do anything but make us enjoy the music. They don't eat people's gardens, they don't nest in corn orbs, they don't do anything, but they sing their hearts for us. That's why it's a sin to kill a mockingbird. Back to the
top, Mockingbird is a harmless creature who does everything in his power to please his listeners by singing, but which is protectionless against hunters. (Perhaps hunters with a sense of sport would avoid the bird as too easy a target.) The injustice of killing the bird is obvious, but it becomes a metaphor for the injustice of innocent and vulnerable people. In the novel, while we
associate mocking birds in general with weak and defenseless people, there are two characters who are more explicitly likened to the bird. This is Tom Robinson and Arthur Radley. Why are these two like a mockingbird? Tom is physically incapacitated, but his real weakness is his social position - he is a black man to whom a white woman has committed sexual acts, so he must
be destroyed. Arthur is disadvantaged - he is very timid and almost incapable of being integrated into the Maycomb community. Back to the top, the author makes the comparison clearer in Chapter 25. Here, B. Underwood spells for his readers, writes in his editorial: ... it was a sin to kill cripples, to stand, to sit, or to flee. He likened Tom's death to the senseless slaughter of
songbirds by hunters and wood... The Scout notes that Mr. Underwood wrote so the children could understand. She's a child and she understands. Many of the novel's readers will also be children. (You should know it was written for adult readers. Back at the top As the children headed to the contest (Chapter 28), Jem heard a mockery and jokes that Boo should not be at home.
There's an obvious irony that he's very wrong to communicate with hinds and hot steam, but he's right in his joking assumption that Boo isn't home. Not only does Boo come out of the doors (or just leave), but his doing is what grows children out of real and very human danger, not Gothic fantasies of Halloween. But there are more bizarre pointers: when the bird starts singing, the
children are outside Radley's house, the bird is lonely, and without knowing the tree in which Heck Tate (chapter 30) was sitting, when Heck Tate (chapter 30) told Atticus that he would not allow Boo Boo to be exposed to publicity, he insisted that ... dragging him and his shy ways into the spotlight... Is... Sin. It's a sin, and I won't have it on my head... A scout shows that he
understands Mr. Tate completely when he says, Well, it's going to be like shooting a mockingbird, right? An atatic hugs Scout to admit she's right. Back to Harper Lee's top technique, The Story is told from Scout's point of view. It's written in the first person. This means that Scout uses Me, me and mine own to invoke ourselves. She doesn't limit the narrative of things she's
experienced directly - for example, she tells stories from Simon Finch's story and repeats what other people tell her. Like the narrator, she makes comments about how reliable other people's accounts are - so we allow any distortion or exaggeration as appropriate (Ms. Stephanie, for example, is likely to exaggerate.) The events of the novel happen over the course of several
years, and Scout shows the changes that she and Jem experienced in that period. One example is that she began as a male, but later in the novel accepted the need to behave in a more conventional female role. She also learns, especially from Ms. Maudie, that this does not mean she has to give up her independence - that she can compromise on minor issues without betraying
what she really values. Back to the top, however, we see other points of view as people speak, so it is possible for the reader to compare them. The novel gives a huge set of such opinions, too much to list here. Sometimes these are predictable and conventional (spoiled and over delicate ladies of the missionary circle), while in other cases they are quite unconventional (think Of
Mr. Dolphus Raymond). Some questions to keep in mind are as follows: As you read the story, do you see things from one point of view, or does your point of view change? Does the author manage to convincingly show the perspective of characters younger than her (such as Scout, Jem, Dill and Walter)? How far does the author signal to you as a reader who sees right and how
far does the freedom to make your own judgments allow you? Back in top Scout is four years younger than Jem (who was almost 13 when he was attacked by Bob Ell), so she was at most eight at a time when she was attending Tom Robinson's trial. In his account of Mayella Scout's testimony, he refers to Mr. Jingle in a book he's reading. These are Dickens's Pickwick Papers - it
can be difficult for modern READERS in the UK to believe that an eight-year-old child will not only read a dickens novel, but also make such a comparison, but still does not remember the title of the novel. Back to Dialogue, the novel is very dramatic. This does not mean that it is full of sensational or extreme situations, but that it has some of the qualities of the play - which also
explains why it was successfully adapted for cinema. Much of the text takes the form of a dialogue - a conversation recorded as direct speech. Even when Scout uses indirect speech (reported), she makes sure it includes a distinctive vocabulary that tells you about the character and attitude of the speaker. A simple example to illustrate this would be to look at the ways of address.
Yom usually refers to Atakus as sir (in Chapter 4, Atakus insists on it). Atakus told Mayella as Miss Mayella. Bob Ewell addresses Mr Gilmer in court as a cap'n, which shows how he misled himself Situation. Back to the top There are long passages of dialogue in different contexts. We have the official proceedings in the trial of Tom Robinson, the conspirators between Scout, Jem
and Dill, a casual conversation with the neighbors and the various occasions when Scout sits alone with Ms. Maudy or Attic. There are set pieces at Scout's school - lessons with Ms. Caroline and Miss Gates, and situations where Scout is a silent observer - for example, of missionary ladies. Back to the top Standard and unconventional language To Kill a Mockingbird is a
conventional literary novel. This means, among other things: it is written in the form of a standard English language, which has a wide vocabulary (dictionary), includes references to art and culture, which the author expects the reader to know (or understand) refers to the main events mostly in the past time The narrative contains some of them, apparently American Lexian
(dictionary dictionary) so as to take one chapter (11) as a random example , we find sassi, mates and play on a hook. But the U.S. is a huge country, and Harper Lee uses many regional expressions, native to southern (former Confederate) states or to Alabama in particular, such as bunch, hein, scuppernongs and whistling beans-white. In some cases, you'll find a form that's
standard in both English and U.S. English, but of different meanings. So when Jem leaves his pants (trousers) on Radley's fence, it's not as alarming as it might seem to English readers. On the other hand, when he stands in his pants (pants or boxers) before God and everyone, it is perhaps more disturbing. In the account of the first purchase visit, Scout recorded the distinctive
speech of people of color - noting with particular interest the way Calpurnia transitioned into this unconventional variety. Back to the top of the structure The long episodic novel can easily lose its way, but Harper Lee has a very organic sense of a story with a unifying or central theme (the theme of mockery) illustrated by the examples of Arthur Radley and Tom Robinson. How
many readers remember, by the end of the novel, the first sentence (When he was almost 13, my brother Jem broke his arm badly on the elbow)? This statement was soon forgotten, amid a host of details, but this incident, which Scout did not see and Jem could not remember, is a defining moment or the culmination of the whole story. The first part of the novel is a report on
Scout's early years, first at school as a starting point. Most of this section is about the search for Arthur Boo Radley. The second part shows That Scout is becoming more able to understand the adult world, which is reflected by the more serious events that occur at this point in her life. While Scout and Jem have thought more about the trial and less about Boo Radley, Arthur hasn't
Them. Its appearance in the last chapters is almost miraculous - it is plausible (plausible in its context) because it is so undervalued. There is no direct account of Arthur Radley's attack on Bob Ewell. This is made by the sounds Scout hears and what Heck Tate finds at the crime scene. For a more detailed account of what is happening in each chapter, use the Scheme of the Novel
above. Make your own diagram to show and learn the structure of the story. Back to the above stereotypes To Kill a Mockingbird poses to challenge some stereotypes, but may also reinforce some alternative stereotypes. One of the most common criticisms of the novel is that black characters are idealized. Lula is an exception, objecting to the appearance at the first purchase of
Finch's children. Harper Lee attacked the stereotype of the indiscriminate and sexually insatiable black man, but she endorsed the White trash stereotype in the Ewell family. In the US, there are many who disapprove of dependence on the state, and on welfare payments - both the poor cunninghams and the rich (but emotionally poor) Radley are proud of their self-confidence.
The stereotype of aristocratic white women behaves to mock - their virtue is perceived as an excessive delicacy and they seem selfish and hypocritical. Scout wants to be like a boy because he likes to be active. In general, the novel presents more favorable men - or perhaps it shows that men can commit worse acts, but women are more villainous in what they say. Perhaps only
one woman can be so difficult in depicting her own gender (in this regard, Harper Lee writes rather in the way of Jane Austen). In a novel with huge voices of characters, there is no reason to avoid using stereotypes in any case. There are many characters, from Atakus to Dolphus Raymond, from Miss Maudy to Boo Radley, who don't fit stereotypes. Back to the top Attitudes in the
text in this story we see a huge set of attitudes displayed by different characters. Can you find examples of some things that each of these thoughts or believes. Choose any of the following and try to summarize his or her views: Mrs. Henry Lafayette Dubois Aunt Alexandra Mr. Dolphus Raymond Jem Miss Atkinson Dil Grace Merriweather Mill Attitudes behind the text If you study
the text carefully, you may have a sense of assumptions the author makes about the world, or a perspective on life , which affects the way she tells the story. What are these attitudes or assumptions? If you find this question difficult to answer, try this test. Which of the following statements do you accept or disagree with? Harper Lee doesn't like people of color who think you can
learn more from school than at school is critical that women prefer to dress like pants, thinking that children should obey adults, supports Hitler's traditional values, thinks Maycombe is a wonderful place to live indeed the same person as Scout (except for the name change) Back to Arranging these statements according to probability. The first must be the one you think is most
likely to be true. Give reasons for your view. In the end, it will be the statements that you think are the least likely to be true. And in the middle, it could be someone you don't have the information to make a decision about. Attitudes in the reader As you read this story, how far do you think the author has understood what you like to read? You may be surprised that the story was
written for adult readers. Can you find anything in the text that suggests this? Harper Lee writes for both children and adult readers. To kill a mockingbird is not mature in the sense that it is full of sex scenes, swearing and violence. But it can be difficult for some readers, with a sophisticated vocabulary and references. Teachers and examiners who chose the texts for anthology
NEAB/AQA decided that To Kill a Mockingbird was suitable for younger readers. Do you think this is a good text for young people? Give yourself a reason. Back on top of Author While you're reading this story, how much do you realize you're the author? What are her goals, do you think? This story was written to entertain, to make money, to warn, to be scared, to learn, to
entertain, none of these? What do you think is the reason for the author's writing? Back to the top comparison This story is full of comparisons and contrasts. Here are some examples: Old and present old people and young people men (boys) and women (girls) Justice and injustice Progress and tradition Innocence and experience Light and shadow danger and security If you think
this list is missing something, then add it. Select the five most important areas of comparison or contrast and explain how they work. Back to the top Hint, This story is full of implied meanings — things that are offered but never spelled out. It is always quite ambiguous and it is possible to miss much of what is happening. You can find examples in almost every chapter you study.
Here are a few suggestions to get started. The Scout said that when she was in Radley's yard in a tire, she heard someone in the house laughing. По това време читателят може да си помисли, че това е смеха на опасен луд. It was only later that we found out that this was an innocent laugh by a child as an adult. Scout presents the visit to the missionary ladies without
comment, but allows the reader to form an opinion about what the different ladies say. Scout doesn't directly criticize them. At one point, Ms. Maudiet asks the busy (rhetorical) question to show guests how much they depend on their colorful servants. But the implicit point of much of this chapter is that these women are deceiving themselves. They don't understand how they
exploit others and are not yet ready to change. Scout's innocent questions point to the implied meanings. In the penultimate (last but one) chapter, Heck Tate says to Bob Ewell (pen movement knife): I said - I'm going to drink it from a drunk man tonight. Ewell probably found a kitchen knife somewhere in the dump. He really wants to say that he's going to keep Arthur Radley out of
the investigation into Bob Ewell's death, which will now emerge as an incident in which Ewell fell on his own weapon while attacking Finch's children. Sheriff Tate knows the events are real, but he sees a way to make Boo's weapon, like the one Bob Ewell had while removing Bob Ewell from the investigation. Back to reading and reading the text Tell me what you think history
means literally and in terms of theme, character, and setup. See details of images, language, and symbolism. Read the author Try to explain what, in your opinion, the author asks us to think at different points. Thus, you need to refer to its methods of telling. Read read Be prepared briefly to explain your own understanding of history and how this changes as you read it for the first
time, as well as subsequent readings where you notice more. Back to the top Note of the N-word with depiction of racism through dialogue | Black negro and white negro depicting racism through dialogue The novel was created in the 1930s but was written in the late 1950s (published in 1960). The dialogue is marked by frequent use of the word negro. This is a convenient way to
point out to the reader racist attitudes of different characters. When she wants to refer to African-Americans, Harper Lee uses the term color. Not only racist whites, however, say this, but - in the Church of First Purchase, Calpurnia turns to Lula as a negro. Attitudes about what is acceptable to speak and write have changed since the novel was published in the US and UK. In O.J.
Simpson's trial, the word negro was deemed too offensive to repeat in court and was described as a n. If you're a student writing about To Kill a Mockingbird, you may have to quote others, such as those who call Tika a negro-lover. Use quotation marks to show that these are someone else's words you write. Back to the top Black and White Negro Curiously the novel contains
both of these phrases. Most speakers (or not) would assume that a black person, as well as expressing racial hatred or prejudice, identifies someone as black. But Bob Ewell also manages to show the end of his hatred (perhaps) as his own lack of intelligence when he says that tom Robinson: I saw that the black was behaving on my mayel (chapter 17). This caused a breakdown

in court for five minutes, after which Judge Taylor ordered Bob Ewell to keep his testimony as part of his use of Christian English if possible. Qualification (if possible) is an implicit critique of Bob Ewell's excruciating vocabulary. It is not always true that people who swear or use racist language do so because they are not to express themselves in other ways, but in the case of Bob
Ewell, this may be true. For the reader, this phrase black negro can be shocking, but it is necessary to show that in a city of racists, Bob Ewell goes even further than the worst of all others. Back to the top, the White is Jem. Mr. Nathan Radley (Chapter 6) is not like Bob Ewell, who gives an outlet to his hatred, but rather shows his prejudices in stereotypes about all intruders as
black people. He clearly knows that Jem was in his garden and shot at his head to scare him. He relies on Ms. Stephanie, Maycomb's gossip columnist, to convey his message that he's scared of paleness, and if anyone sees a white black man around, it's Harper Lee that leaves the question open to what's worse - the cool institutional racism of Maycomb that Nathan Radley
writes, or the extreme emotional racism of individuals like Bob Ewell. The novel evokes both attitudes, but it's the really ordinary Maycomb people who seal Tom Robinson's fate. Bob Ewell does their dirty work for them, but he's deluding himself into getting some personal status from him: He thought he was going to be a hero, but everything he got for his pain... Okay, we're going
to convict this, but we're going back to our dump, atticus says. Back to the top exam questions of the Foundation's questions | Higher-level questions The questions below are taken from the latest GCSE exam papers for English literature. Foundation level - question 1, for example- How does Harper Lee highlight different aspects of Atakous? You write about: how Atakus's
relationship with different characters describes different aspects of his character, how different events and situations bring out different aspects of Atakus that the writer wants you to think of the AtticUs Tier Foundation – for example, question 2 Jem changes in the course of the novel. How does Harper Lee show that? Write about: what is it at the beginning and end of novel events
that have an effect on him people who have an effect on him, how does the writer use certain moments to show a change to the upper Higher Level - for example, question 1 How does Harper Lee use small characters in To Kill a Mockingbird to explore some of the novel's main concerns? Choose three of the following: Mrs. Dubose; Mayella Ewell; Heck Tate; Dolphus Raymond;
Tim Johnson; Grace Merriweather; Miss Caroline, Lula Write about: why you chose these characters the meaning of what they say and do how the writer uses them to explore their main concerns Higher level - for example, Question 2 Jem, Scout and Dill are all young people learning from people and events around them. How does Harper Lee show them to learn and develop?
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choose to save the file. In this scenario, you can use save as and view the options to specify where to save. If you are using Netscape Navigator, the left mouse click will give you a menu from which you can choose to open or save the file. To read portable document files, you need reader software such as Adobe Acrobat Reader ™. This is available as a free download from Adobe
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